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set of the partial waves f the information regarding the imaginarypart is so available for only one of the two outs.
We shall, assume the absence of the other cut and write for e where ot 0 and bj are subtraction constants. We find that at least two subtractions are necessary, since a single subtraction with the known Imof^is unable to sustain the rising nature of Rec^even at the low energies. The parameters are fixed using the known resonances (listed in the table) in eqs, (l), (2) and (4). It was possible to obtain a good fit with the polynomials P-,(w) and P ? (w) of order no higher than quadratic. The Re ot L for N^ and £^are plotted in Pig. 1.
We believe that the subtraction constants partly contain some of the effects of the cut we have ignored. Furthermore, since
we have made two subtractions, our results are insensitive to the precise behaviour of Imof'at infinity » The trajectory so obtained predicts further resonances at higher energies and these were used to explain the non-vanishing polarization in the trK charge exchange at 6 GeV/c and 11.2 GeV/c « We wish to concentrate,in this paper, on the prediction of ot,^ near W « 0, which is, in fact, related to the asymptotic behaviour for rrW scattering in the almost backward directions .
Indeed at W • 0, it being equidistant from either cuts, the contributions from both the cuts are equally important. 
The TT""P backward scattering results are, however, not good enough to establish unambiguously such an intercepts But eq* (6), as we shall see in the next section implies a superconvergent asymptotic behaviour and hence leads to a sum rule, the verification of which is an alternative cheok of the equation.
SUPERCOHVERGENCE AND SUM RULES
The exchange of fermion Regge poles in the u channel gives 7) rise to an asymptotic behaviour ', where A and B are the invariant amplitudes and I specifies the isospin in the u channel and that of the trajectories ctj, exohanged, When I « 3/2, the contribution is given entirely by the At trajectory and by eq. (6), it then implies that A and B have a behaviour faster than s~ , requiring therefore,at u -0 ', -ot> U,t, **cT> -0
The rest of this section will be on the verification of the validity of (8a) and (8b).
The integrals in (8a) and (8b) 
--1 + (j^-TiS
The contribution from each resonanoe so calculated is listed in the table.
The contributions to the integrals from the left-hand cut oomes from the raeBon trajectories. By Bose statistics, the ir IT system can couple to only I =» 1, odd signature (e.g./>) and I » 0, even signature ( cr and f) trajectories. Since the information concerning the higher members is too scanty, unlike the case of fermion trajectories, we are forced to oonsider their low-lying members on a special footing. The p pole contribution to A and B amplitudes is given by and magnetic (cr^) type '. On the assumption that the nucleon isoveotor form factors are dominated by the a mesons, the ratio of the g/g = is given by Further, consistent with the hypothesis of universality of isovector ooupling, it has been found that (13) With (12) and (13) On adding up the contributions from the s channel and we notice that the sum rule for the amplitude B is satisfied quite well B The amplitude A» however, cannot yet satisfy the sum rule, since it receives contributions with the same sign from both a channel and the p pole. We would like to regard this failure as an indication of a strong attractive s-wave force in the t channel for ifF scattering.
Representing this s-wave effeot by a u resonance, we may write, projecting out its I • 3/2 part in the u channel,
Since the s-wave part in the t channel oannot contribute to B , the corresponding sum rule is not affected. For A , this gives a further con- 
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The two subtractions also imply trajeotories that go to infinity as V goes to infinity. That the trajectories may rise indefinitely, as a consequence of inelastic effeots,has been pointed out by S, MANDELSTAM (unpublished).
Here, however, the trajectory goes to either + oo or -oo » depending on the degree of convergence of Im 04, without seriously affecting the energy region of interest. There is, however, considerable doubt as to the meaning of the saturation of these relations by a few low-lying resonances.
(V. de ALPARO, S. FUBUTI, G. FURLAN and C. ROSSETTI ( to be published)). The fortuitous circumstanoe, when such a saturation scheme yields a good agreement, may merely be a reflection of some higher symmetry relation valid in the low-energy region. This, for example, appears to happen in statio strong ooupling symmetry scheme ( See LJC» PANBE, Phys.
Letters, 24J3, 243 (1967) ).
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